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ABSTRACT
PASSIVE AND ACTIVE NONLINEAR CONTROL OF SHIP ROLL MOTIONS
USING U-TUBE TANKS
Thongchai Phairoh 
Old Dominion University, 2006 
Director: Dr. Jen-Kuang Huang
A U-tube water tank is first designed to roll a ship floating on still water. The 6- 
degree of freedom (DOF) dynamic model of U-tube tank is derived and the effects of its 
parameters on ship roll motion are studied. Numerical simulations show that the U-tube 
tank is an effective stimulator to roll the ship on still water. For a rolling ship, the U-tube 
tank can be used as a damper to reduce ship roll motion quickly.
Active control of ship roll motion with a proportional and derivative (PD) 
controller, linear quadratic regulator (LQR), generalized predictive control (GPC), and 
deadbeat predictive control (DPC) is studied using a U-tube water tank as actuator is 
studied. For the predictive control, system identification is applied to update the 
parameters of the linear ship roll model with a U-tube tank when the ship dynamics 
changes. Numerical simulations show that GPC has the best performance and the U-tube 
tank is effective in ship roll mitigation.
Nonlinear ship roll mitigation with passive U-tube tank, U-tube tank using 
feedback linearization with completely known system parameters, and U-tube tank using 
adaptive fuzzy feedback linearization control with unknown system parameters, are also 
studied. In numerical simulation, a passive U-tube tank and feedback linearization help to 
reduce ship roll motion and capsizing compared to a ship without the U-tube tank.
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Feedback linearization is the most effective means of controlling ship roll motion, and 
adaptive feedback linearization is more effective than a passive U-tube tank.
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NOMENCLATURE
At , Ap Area of the reservoir, and duct respectively
a Particle acceleration
p
g(tp, <fj Nonlinear damping moment
b Friction coefficient of resistance
C(<f) Nonlinear restoring moment
CG (ship) Center of mass of the ship
dx Linear roll damping coefficient
Fs , X s, Ys, Z s Stimulator force and its component in Xo, Yo, and Zo respectively
f  »facc ’ fgrav >^frk Body force per unit mass and its component generated by
acceleration, gravitation, and friction force respectively
g Gravitational acceleration
H Equilibrium water height in U-tube tank
h Water height in U-tube tank deviation from it’s equillibrum
h control horizon
C
K i w > K i p  Water height amplitude due to external excitation, and pump pressure
respectively
h0 Water height amplitude due to external excitation and pump pressure
h predicted output
I, J,K Unit vectors of the inertial frame in X, Y and Z respectively
I  Ship roll moment of inertia and added mass
/  Identity matrix with dimension n
i, j, k Unit vectors of body fixed frame in Xo, Yo and Zo respectively
K l Restoring moment coefficient
K K  Stimulator moment and external moment acting on the ship roll
^  St > ^ w a v e  °  r
K0 Wave moment acting on the ship roll
L Duct length
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Lx,Ly, Lz Distance of the center of the duct to the center of gravity of the ship
in the Xo-direction, Yo-direction, and Zo-direction respectively 
I Length of streamline in U-tube tank from starboard to port
M j; ,K S,LS,M S Stimulator moment and its component in Xo, Yo, and Zo respectively
m Mass of fluid in U-tube tank
r Number of system output, number of system order, and number of
system output 
P Particle or pressure
P0 Pump pressure amplitude
rp/0 Position vector of P with respect to CG (ship)
r0, rox, r0Y, roz Position vector of the CG (ship) with respect to inertial reference
frame and its component in X, Y, and Z respectively 
T  Kinetic energy
U Potential energy
u, Unit vector of streamline in U-tube tank
u f  Fluid velocity along streamline in U-tube tank
v p,u(t), v(t), w(t) Velocity of particle P and its component in Xo, Yo, and Zo 
respectively 
P Mass ratio
il, 0, 0, <p Angular velocity and its component in Xo, Yo, and Zo respectively
00/w, ip Ship roll amplitude due to external moment and pump pressure
respectively
Qq-k , <Pr - K  Phase ship of ship roll and tank angle with respect to wave moment
respectively
<j)Q Ship roll amplitude due to external moment and pump pressure
Phase shift of pump pressure
(f)2 Phase shift of external moment
P Fluid density in U-tube tank
q)  Natural frequency of ship roll motion
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QD Natural frequency of fluid motion in U-tube tank
ooe Encounter frequency of wave moment
P Fluid density in U-tube tank
r  Tank angle which is the water height h divided by L!2
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1CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
A ship has six degrees of freedom (DOF) (surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch, and 
yaw) that allow it to move when forces act upon it. Forces acting upon a ship come from 
thrusters which may include propeller forces, control surfaces such as rudder forces, and 
environmental forces such as waves, wind, current, loading and unloading, and water 
motion in an internal compartment.
A ship has restoring forces that counter the effects of roll, pitch, and heave 
enabling a ship to oscillate in the sea. Loading and unloading are difficult operations, so 
operators should be trained under sea conditions. The real environment can be simulated 
by using a ship roll stimulator so that training can be conducted as needed. Active U-tube 
tanks, gyroscopes, and a moving mass can be used to stimulate the ship roll motion. 
Gyroscopes have precision moving parts and rotate with high speed, so they are not 
suitable ship roll stimulators. An active U-tube tank is selected because its weight can be 
removed easier than a moving mass. For a ship roll stimulator, if the maximum ship roll 
amplitude is less than 6 degrees, then linear ship roll is considered for design and analysis 
of a ship roll stimulator. This U-tube was designed by Bird and Lucero (1999).
After a U-tube tank is installed as a ship roll stimulator, two questions may be 
asked: For aid in loading and unloading, can a U-tube tank be applied to reduce ship roll 
motion? Can an active U-tube tank help to reduce capsizing in severe seas? For both 
questions, yes is the answer, if an appropriate controller is implemented. Loading and 
unloading normally occur with small ship roll motion, so active ship roll mitigation can
R eproduced  with perm ission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without perm ission.
2be designed by using a linear ship roll model. Capsizing occurs with large ship roll 
motion, so the active ship roll controller should be designed by using a nonlinear ship roll 
model.
1.1 Objectives
First, a mathematical model of an active U-tube tank is derived. Second, the 
optimal passive U-tube tank for ship roll mitigation is studied by considering the optimal 
values of water motions natural frequency in a U-tube tank and the friction coefficient 
between water and the U-tube tank. Third, a linear controller is applied to the linear ship 
roll model and linear U-tube tank model. Finally, a nonlinear controller is applied to a 
nonlinear ship roll model with uncertain parameters.
1.2 Outlines
Passive and active U-tube tanks were studied for ship roll mitigation. In chapter 2, 
a nonlinear mathematical model of a U-tube tank was derived, and a comparison was 
made with the experimental data. In chapter 3, optimal U-tube tank parameters were 
considered for a passive U-tube tank. For an active U-tube tank, a linear ship roll model 
was used for a linear control design. Selected linear controllers are a proportional and 
derivative (PD) controller, linear quadratic controller (LQR), generalized predictive 
controller (GPC), deadbeat predictive controller (DPC) and adaptive predictive 
controller. In chapter 4, nonlinear ship roll and a U-tube tank were considered for a 
passive and active U-tube tank. Adopted nonlinear controllers were linearization 
feedback and adaptive fuzzy control based on feedback linearization. The effects of a
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3passive and an active U-tube tank on ship capsizing were compared.
1.3 Literature Review
1.3.1 Ship Modeling
Abkowitz (1969), Fossen and Fjellstad (1995) derived the equation of ship 
motion. However, due to the difficulties with obtaining the hydrodynamic forces and with 
nonlinear multi-DOF problems, the general models are usually linearized or the degree of 
freedom is reduced for analysis. The reduction of the full ship model to a 1-DOF one is 
commonly done. Coupling of surge, sway, and yaw motion is considered for dynamic 
positioning. Chen et al. (1999), and Yim et al. (2004) derived the couple of roll, heave, 
and sway motion in beam seas, and show that restoring forces and moments depend on 
ship roll, heave, wave height and wave slope. Oh et al. (1993), and Neves (1999), (2003) 
studied the coupling of heave, pitch, and roll motions in following seas and show that a 
restoring moment depends on ship roll, pitch, heave, and wave height. Falazano (1990) 
presented that water on the deck changed the restoring moment curve. Hua et al. (1999) 
represented the metacentric height of a ship with a Volterra series.
1.3.2 Ship Motion Analysis
The analysis of nonlinear rolling motions has been focused on the decouple a 1- 
DOF roll equation. The steady state periodic solutions excited by periodic excitation for 
such a system can be obtained by perturbation techniques such as the harmonic balance 
method, the method of multiple scales, and the averaging method. For random excitation, 
Roberts (1982) studied 1-DOF roll motion under roll excitation using the stochastic 
averaging method.
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ship capsizing in regular seas using a numerical simulation emphasizing transient 
behavior. Shaw and co-workers predict the capsizing criteria for regular and irregular 
seas. Chen et al. (1998) applied them to multiple degree of freedoms. Jiang et al. (2000) 
presented capsizing in irregular beam seas by considering damping as a memory 
function.
1.3.3 Ship Roll Stabilization
Control algorithms for active ship roll mitigation are developed by following the 
development of control theory. A fin, rudder, moving mass, and U-tube tank are active 
methods of ship roll stabilization. From publication papers, fins and rudders are most 
concerned with the control application. An active U-tube tank is also implemented for 
ship roll mitigation, which works well at any ship velocity.
For rudder control, a robust controller was studied by Stoustrup et al. (1994), a 
fuzzy logic controller was implemented by Nejim (2000) and an adaptive controller was 
undertaken by Amerogen et al. (1990).
For fin stabilizer, a robust controller was applied by Hickey et al. (1997) and a 
neuro-fuzzy controller was applied by Guo (2003).
For U-tube tank, Webster (1967) presented an analysis of control activated anti­
roll U-tube tank systems. A passive U-tube tank was modeled by Lloyd (1989). Phairoh 
and Huang (2005) derived nonlinear forces and moment generated by an active U-tube 
tank. Chen et al. (2000) proposed a nonlinear controller to the couple of motion in sway, 
heave and roll which is derived by Chen et al. (1997). Chen and Hsu (2003) applied fuzzy
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reference adaptive control to control a pump to drive water in a U-tube tank. Phairoh and 
Huang (2005) applied adaptive predictive control to ship roll mitigation.
For a semi active U-tube tank, water flow in the U-tube tank is controlled by 
adjusting air valves at the top of the connection pipe. Pole placement design was studied 
by Roberts and Barboza (1988), and optimal control was undertaken by Zhang et al. 
(2004). For the other type of semi active U-tube tank, the flow of the water tank is 
controlled by adjusting the valve area of pipe. Webster et al. (2003) used learning 
process, and on-off control to control the valve area of pipe.
A fluid tank and U-tube tank are not used only in ship roll mitigation but are also 
applied in high rise buildings to reduce building vibration due to winds or earthquakes. 
Yalla et al. (2001) presented a semi-active U-tube tank applied to structural control.
Combinations of actuator were also considered in ship roll mitigation. For fin and 
rudder, optimal control was applied by Shao et al. (1994), robust control was 
implemented by Sharif et al. (1997), fuzzy logic and MIMO were compared by Sutton 
(1989), and gain scheduling control was implemented by Tanguay and Lebret (2004). 
Bums (1991) applied optimal control to stabilize pitch, heave, and roll motion by using 
rudder angle, engine speed, and four fins.
1.3.4 Selected Controller
The general predictive control (GPC) was introduced by Clarke et.al. (1987). GPC 
is a time domain method that uses a mathematical model to describe the input-output 
relationship of the system and to design the controller minimizing a desired cost function.
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6Juang and Phan (1997a, b) developed a GPC by using the autoregressive with exogenous 
input (ARX) model to describe the input-output relationship and applied it to vibration 
control problems. Kvatemik et al. (2001) applied this GPC to improve aeroelastic 
stability in airplanes.
Chen et al. (1992) and Juang (1994) derived a system identification algorithm 
which can identify a state-space model from input-output test data. Juang et al. (1993) 
developed the Observer/Kalman Filter Identification (OKED) algorithm.
Slotine and Li (1991) introduced feedback linearization to the control of a 
nonlinear system. It relies on exact cancellation of nonlinear term in order to get linear 
input-output behavior, then the input-output behavior is no longer linear. Sastry and 
Bodson (1989) used parameter adaptive control to help make more robust the 
cancellation of nonlinear terms when parametric uncertainties occur in the nonlinear 
terms. A fuzzy system and neural network can be used to represent nonlinear function; 
this occurs when nonlinear function functions are not known exactly. He et al. (1998), Ge 
et al. (1999) used a neural network to represent the nonlinear function. Wang (1993), 
Chen et al. (1996) and Park (2003) applied a fuzzy system for an indirect adaptive 
controller, and Yang and Ren (2003) applied a fuzzy system for a direct adaptive 
controller.
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7CHAPTER 2 
SHIP ROLL STIMULATION BY USING U-TUBE TANK
A ship has six degrees of freedom (surge, sway, heave, roll, pitch, and yaw) that 
allow it to move when forces act upon it. Forces acting upon a ship come from thrusters 
which may include propeller forces, control surfaces such as rudder forces, and 
environmental forces such as waves, wind, current, and loading and unloading.
A ship has restoring forces that counter the effects of roll, pitch, and heave 
enabling a ship to oscillate in the sea condition. Due to a smaller moment of inertia, ship 
roll motion is more significant than the other oscillations. From Lewis (1989), in the roll 
motion, the magnification factor (i.e. the magnitude ratio of the amplitude of a ship 
oscillation with respect to the magnitude of the sinusoidal input) can be 10 or more for a 
bare hull and can be 7 or more for a ship equipped with bilge keels. However, the 
magnification factor of heave is less than 1.3, and the magnification factor of pitch is less 
than 1.5. Roll motion also makes passengers uncomfortable and makes the process of 
loading and unloading difficult.
Various active and passive systems may be used for ship roll cancellation. 
Possible active systems include active flume tanks, gyroscopes, active fins, and rudders. 
Passive systems may consist of water tanks and bilge keels.
Passive water tanks have two basically different structures. One is free surface 
and the other one is U-tube tank. For free surface, Kim (2002) simulated the coupling 
between fluid motion in the tank, with and without baffle, and ship rolling based on finite 
difference method. For U-tube tank, Lloyd (1989) used one-dimensional Euler’s equation
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(2001) studied the effect of U-tube tank parameters to the ship roll motion. A limitation 
of the passive tank is its inability to effectively reduce ship roll at frequencies 
encountered at sea. It can, however, reduce ship roll motion near the ship roll natural 
frequency.
U-tube tank can also be used for active ship roll mitigation. Yamaguchi et al 
(1995) showed U-tube anti-roll tanks that had an impeller in the center of the cross tube. 
The ship roll mitigation was demonstrated by using an active U-tube tank with adaptive 
control algorithm. Chen et al (2000) also used U-tube anti-roll tank with robust control.
Active U-tube tank can be used to stimulate the ship roll motion. This system will 
provide a realistic, elevated sea state environment for operator training and evaluation of 
future research and development efforts to improve cargo load and unloading operations. 
The mathematical model of stimulator is required for studying system behavior and 
selecting the size of the stimulator. In this study, the model of U-tube anti-roll tanks is 
developed with two inputs from wave moment and pump pressure. The stimulator forces 
and moments are calculated. The effects of stimulator parameters to stimulator dynamics, 
the time domain behavior of ship roll and stimulator, and the relationship between pump 
pressure and wave moment are considered.
In this study, an active flume tank consists of two water reservoirs mounted in the 
outboard container cells and connected to a bow thruster inside a duct. A schematic 
diagram of the active tank is shown in Figure 2.1. The water, driven by an axial pump, 
has a varying flow rate and is used to generate forces and moments acting on the ship.
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9The axial pump is assumed to be the pressure source. The fluid motion in the U-tube is 
assumed to be one dimensional, from the reservoir, to duct, and other reservoir.
Inertial reference frame 
> X
Port
Starboard
dm
p / o
CG
Axial pump
v
Figure 2.1 Schematic diagram of active U-tube tank.
2.1 Equation of Tank Fluid Motion
In this part, the motion equation of the fluid in the active U-tube tank is 
considered. Fluid motion in the active tank generates force and moment acting on the 
ship.
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2.1.1 Fluid Motion in U-tube Tank
The fluid motion is assumed to be the motion of a group of particles. As shown in 
Figure 2.1, the center of mass of the ship is located at CG (ship). A position vector from 
the origin of the inertial reference frame to the CG (ship) is
r, — r 0 X  r 0Y  (0«J r0 Z  ( 0 ^  (2.1)
The ship velocity at CG (ship) is
y0 = = 'bx (01 + ror (t)j + roz (t)K (2.2)dt
This can be described in the body fixed frame as
V0 = ^  = u {$  + v{t)s + w(r)k (2.3)
dt
Let P represent a particle in the U-tube tank. Then its position vectors in the vertical 
reference frame is
rP = r0 +rp/o (2-4)
The velocity of the particle P with respect to body fixed frame becomes
dr
v p = - ^  = n(r> + v(r)j + w(r)k + n x r p/0+rp/0 (2.5)
°r = vo + f t x r P/o+i ,p/o-
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where SI = p(t)i + q(t)j + r(f)k is the ship angular velocity, and 
v0 = u(t)i + v(f)j + w(t)k is the ship CG velocity. The derivatives of (rox (t), roy (t), roz (t)) 
and {(j), 0, if/) are related to the components of the velocities in the body-fixed system by 
the transformation
* o x C yC d -C(f)Sy/+Cy/S0S<p SOSy/ + Cy/C<pC0 0  0 0 u
^0 Y Syfcd -C<t€\f/ + S\i/S6S(t> - S <pCy/ + Siffic/iSd 0  0 0 V
Kz - S 0 CdS<p cec<p 0  0 0 w
i> 0 0 0 1  S0T0 C0T0 p
e 0 0 0 0 c</> -S 0 q
y . 0 0 0 0 S<p/C0 C0/C0 r
, where S, C, and T represent the sine, cosine, and tangent functions respectively.
The acceleration of the particle P with respect to the body fixed frame is
dy n . , \
a p = - ^ -  = a0 + S l x \ 0 + S lx rpl0+2Slx rpl0 + SI x  [SI x rp/0)+ rp/0 (2.6)
where a0 = ti (r)i + v(r)j + w(t)k is the ship CG acceleration.
By using Euler’s equation, Lloyd (1989) derived fluid motion equation
3m f du f 
— -  + u f — -
31 f  31
1 d P ^ r  = --------- + f  u,
p dl
(2.7)
In addition, one can assume that the velocity in the reservoir is equal, the velocity 
in the duct is equal, and there is no transition effect of fluid flow at the connection 
between the duct and reservoirs. Then the fluid motion is simplified to be
duf l dP
—j - = — < 2 - 8 >dt p  dl
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The force per unit mass f  acting on fluid element includes the acceleration force, 
the gravitational force, and the frictional force, i.e.
f = f + f  + facc grav fric
The acceleration force per unit mass fflCC.is mass acceleration in Equation (2.6). The 
gravitational force per unit massfgrav is g u , .  The frictional force per unit mass i fric is 
- b u f u t . The equation of motion becomes
du f l dP
=  r p/o • » / ------- ^7  “ t o  +  i i x v o + ^ X r p/o + 2 f t x r p/o + f i x (f t x r Wo)}-u,  +  g  u ; - b u jdt • p  dl
(2.9)
By integrating along the streamed line from surface of the starboard reservoir to the 
surface of port reservoir, one has
p,7 d u f po? pf7  l dP
I — —d x -  [r /0-u , d x -  | -------dx
J dt J p 3 p  dlstar star star •
port
-  J{a0 + n x v 0 + f t x r p / 0 + 2 a x r p / 0 + f i x ( a x r p/0) } - u ;iic (2 .10)
star
port port
+  | g  u , d ! x -  jbuf dx
The result becomes
~ P 2H + A .inkA
pipe J
ti = AP + 2hpg cos 6  cos (f> -  pgL cos 0 sin <j>
— pLv -  2pHw + 2phqu -  2 phpv + pLru — pLpw
-  p{2Lz -  H)hp2 -  p{2Lz -  H)hq2
+ 2pLx hpr -  pLLx pr -  p{HL + LzL)qr 
+ 2pLx hq -  pL{Lz + H )p + pLx Lr + bAt(2H + L)h
(2.11)
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By linearizing Equation (2.11) and multiplying it with Aj, one can derive the linear 
stimulator model,
-pA , r A ^2H + -—L-L
v \  ,
h — 2pAtLx hq + p L \  (Lz + H )p + pAtLxLr + pAtLv + 2pAtHw
/
-  M,2(2H  + L)h = AtAP + 2A,hpg -  pAtgL<j>
(2 .12)
The stimulator roll natural frequency is
This stimulator natural frequency can also be calculated by using Rayleigh’s 
method from Shames and Dym (1991).
2.1.2 Stimulator Force
From Newton’s second law, the stimulator force generated by the motion of the 
fluid particle is
-  dFs = SLpdm -  gdm , (2.13)
where dm is the mass of fluid particle P in the U-tube tank . Integrating Equation (2.13) 
along the streamline in the U-tube tank, the total stimulator force is
Fs = X si + Y J  + Z sk ,
where
- X s = pgi^AjH + ApL)sin 6 + (2 p \ H  + pApL)u -  2pA,hqh -  pAtLrh -  p{2HA1 + LAp)rv 
+ p(2HA, + LAt )qw -p{2A ,LxH  + L,LA,)r2 - p(2A,L,H  + LXL A , V  
+ pA, (2LZH  -  H 2 -  h2 )rp + pLzLAprp + pAtLhpq -  pLhAtr 
+ p{At{2LzH - H 2 - h 2)+LzLAp}q
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— Ys = pAJJi + pgi^A^H + ApL) cos 6 sin (f) + pi^A^H + ApL)vB + 2pAxhph
+ pA,Lhr2 + p{A1(2LzH - H 2 -  h2)+LzLAp}qr + p{lLxH  + LxLAp)pq 
-pA ,Lhp2 + p(2L,A,H  + LtLAp>  -  p{A,(lLzH -  H 1 - h 2)+ L,LAp}p 
+ p(2HAt + lA p )ru -  p(2HAt + LAp )pw
-  Z s -  - 2 pA,hh + pg(2A,H + ApL)cosOcos $ + p(2AtH + ApL)wB+pAtLph
-  pAjLhqr + p(lA ,LxH  + L,LAp)rp - P {a ,(lL zH  -  H 2 - h2)+ L ,lA p}p2
-  p { a , (2LzH -  H 2 - h 2)+ LZLAP}q2 -  p(2HAt +LAp)qu + p(2HA, +  LAp)pv 
~ 2p(LxHA, + LM P + pLhA'P
(2.14)
2.1.3 Stimulator Moment
The moment generated by the motion of the fluid particle is
-d M .st = rp x a pd m - r p xgdm  (2.15)
Integrating Equation (2.15) along the streamline in the U-tube tank, the total stimulator 
moment is
Mlt = K s\ + Ls] + M sk ,
where
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-  Ks = -pAjLHh -  pApLzL — h -  pA,((2LZH - H 2 - h 2)v + L hw )-pA pLzLv
A p
-pA,((2LzH - H 2 — h2)ru -  (2LZH -  H 2 - h 2)pw + Lhqu — Lhpv)
-  pAp (LzLru -  LzLpw) -  2pAt (2Lzh + 2Hh)ph -  pAlL(Lzh + Hh)r2
-  i pAlL(2H3 -  6LZH 2 -  6Lzh2 + 6L2ZH + 6Hh2 )qr -  pA,Lx (2LZH -  H 2 - h 2)pq 
+ pAlL^LZh -  Hh)p2 + pAtl}Hqr -  pAtL(Lzh + Hh)q2
+ pAtLLxhrp -  pA,L{Lzh + Hh)p2 + pAp{ -  L2zLqr -  LzLxLpq +
-  pA,Lx(2LzH -  H 2 - h 1)r + ^ p A t(2H3 - 6 LZH 2 - 6Lzh2 + 6L\H + 6Hh2)p
-  p \ \ L L xhq -  i  L2Hp) + Pa ( -  LzL,Lr + ^  L3p )
-  pgAt (- (2LZH -  H 2 -  h2)cos 6 sin (j) + L/zcos 6 cos ^ ) -  ( -  LzLcos 6 sin <f>)
-  Ls = -y04,2Lxhh + pA, ((2LZH -  H 2 -  h2 )u -  2LxHw)+ pAp (LzLu -  LxLw)
+ pAi(- (2LZH - H 2 -  h2)rv + (2LZH - H 2- h 2)qw+ 2LxHqu -  2LxHpv)
+ pAp ( -  LzLrv + LzLqw + LxLqu -  LxLpv) + 2pAt ( -  2Lzh -  2Hh)qh
-  -  pAtLx(2LZH - H 2 -  h2 )r2- 2  pAt L L — rii + Lx —  Lph 
A n KV P P 2
+ i  pA, ( 4  + 4  )rp - 1  pAtLx (2LZH -  H 2 -  h2 )q2 + pA,L{Lzh + Hh)pq
-  LLJiqr + 1  pA,Lx (2LZH -  H 2 -  h2 )q2 -  2pAtlIxHrp
+ l- PA,Lx(2LzH - H 2- h 2)p2 + PAp(- LzLxLr2 + L2zLrp -  L2xLrp + LzLxLp2)
- pA,L{Lzh + Hh)r + ^ - p A , (2 H 3- 6LZH 2 - 6 Lzh2 + 6L2zH  + 6Hh2)q
-  pA, (2L2xHq + LLxhp)+ pApL(L2zq + L]q)+ pgA, (2LZH -  H 2 - h 2)sin 6 
+ 2pgAtLxH  cos 0 cos <f> + pgA L(LZ sin 0 + Lx cos 6 cos (f>)
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+ pAp (LxLru -  LxLpw) + 2pA, (- LHqh -  2Lxhph)
-  pAtLLxhr2 + pAtL(Lzh + Hh)rp -  pAtLLxhq2
+ - pAjllHpq -  pAjLLxhr2 + - pAtLx(lLzH -  H 2 -  h2)qr
+ 2P A Ll Hpq -  pA,LLxhP2 + ^  p q + K LM r + L\ LP ^
+ p \  - L2Hr + - L{Lzh + Hh)q + 2L2xHr -  Lx(lLzH  -  H 2 - h 2)p) 
4 J
(  1 ^+ pAp — L3r + lIxL r - LzLxLp - pgAt{Lh^m.d + 2LXH cos^sin 
Vl2
-  pgA (LXL cos 0 sin <f>)
(2.16)
2.2 Stimulator and Ship Roll Model
Fossen (1994) has derived dynamic equations of a ship motion in six-degree of 
freedom. One can combine Equations (2.14) and (2.16) with the ship dynamics model to 
analyze the stimulation effect on ship motion in six-degree of freedom. However, the ship 
motion in surge, sway, heave, pitch and yaw is usually small as compared to the ship roll 
motion. So the ship model is simplified to describe the ship roll motion only. 
Bhattacharyya (1978) described nonlinear ship roll motion with nonlinear damping and 
restoring force as
l i  + B(<t>,f)+C{(l>)=Kext 
For a small roll motion, it can be simplified to be a linear equation
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10 + drf + krf -  K ex[, (2.17)
where Kext is the moment acting on the ship which includes environmental moment such 
as wave moment K waw, and stimulator moment K , .
K ext -  K wave +  K s
After linearizing K s shown in Equation (2.16) and substituting it into Equation (2.17) 
one has the linear ship model shown as
I + ±pAt(2H3- 6 L zH 2 +6L]H)+±pA,L2H + pApL2zL + pAp ± I ? y
-  (pA,LH + pA,LzL)h + d j  + (kx + pgA, (lLzH - H 2)+ pgApL J ^ > -  pgA,Lh = Kwax
(2.18)
From Equations (2.12) and (2.18), one can derive a combined stimulator and ship roll 
model as
M 0 + B© + K© = F , (2.19)
where
M =
r
p A
A,2H + —  L
v , 4
B =
- p U 2A,{H + Lz)
—bA2 (2H + L)L2 0 
2 0 dx
- p U 2A,{Lz +H )
I  + ^ p A , (2H 3 - 6 LZH 2 + 6L2zh ) 
^ ^ i l H  + p A ^ L  + p A ^ L 2
mhh
bhh 0 '
0 b<M,_
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K =
- \ p \ g L 2
{kl +pgA,(2LzH - H 2)+pgApLzL)
khh kh </>
Jtifih t
•j*;
T " - f 1 'O'
0  =
1
F = BlAP + B2M wave =
0
— LA'AP +
1
K..
T =
h
L/2
Fluid motion in U-tube tank is driven by propeller. Generally, thrust forces of 
propeller depend on lift and drag forces, so thrust force is a function of propeller 
rotational speed and water motion in U-tube tank. Pump pressure depending on thrust 
forces can be considered as a pressure source when we used pressure feedback as internal 
loop as shown in Figure 2.2.
Control signal 
AP
— o A
Pressure
Controller
Pump
U-tube Tank 
Ship Roll
actual
Figure 2.2 Block diagram of internal pressure loop control
2.3 Ship Roll Motion Due to Sinusoidal Stimulation
The stimulator and ship roll motion shown in Equation (2.19) can be written as
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™hh f
+
•s:*C 
'
I
0 ‘ i + khh khf T '1 o ' —LA.AP20 V A k<(h k<N>_A 0 1 wave
(2.20)
When both wave moment input Kwavc and pump pressure AP of the axial pump are 
sinusoidal functions, one has
K wave K0e jw t t+fo
1 LA.AP = Pnejw^
(2 .21)
By substituting Equation (2.21) into Equation (2.20), the magnitude and phase shift of 
tank angle and ship roll angle become
*0 =
A + C 
Dr + D]
0h = a tan 2 (C, A ) - a  tan 2 {D, , DR)
B 2 + D 2
D l+ D ]
00= a tan 2(D ,B )-  a tan 2(D, , DR)
(2.22)
where
Chh
Kn
A = - q2)cos0X - 2 q ^ ^ j u s m 0 x - ^ - ( f 2G2 - q 2Gx)cos02
kuu C„ kuu kM
Kn
B = ( / 2 -  q 2 )cos 02 - ^ - 2 q ^ - s in  02 - - ^ - { l ( f 2G2 -  q 2Gx )cos 0X
k ^  k C„ kuhh
khh
k ^
(l — )sin ^  + 2 q - ^ - f l  cos 0X  — ( /  2G2 — q2Gx )sin 0:
( f 2 ~ )sin <t>2 + 2q^ c o s  021 -  2G2 -  q 2Gx )sin 0X
C c )  hh
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First, we consider a single input of wave moment exciting on the ship with zero 
phase shift. In this case, U-tube tank acts as a passive damper. The magnitude of tank 
angle and ship roll angle become
The results are similar to those obtained from the single input single output model 
used by Gawad et. al. (2001). When the friction coefficient between the fluid and U-tube 
tank increases, the system behaves more like a one degree of freedom system.
Next, we consider a single input of pump pressure exciting on the ship with zero 
phase shift. The magnitude of tank angle and ship roll angle become
(2.23)
The phase shift of tank angle and ship roll angle become 
(f>hiw = a tan 2 (-s in ^ 2,-co s^2)-a ta n 2 (D / ,Z)R)
= a tan 2(2qbhhf1! Cc , f 2 - q 2) - a t m  2 {D, , DR) (2.24)
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0o = -2 7 - T ---- A f 2G2 - q 2Gx)2 ^
k%h [Pr + D) )
(2.25)
The phase shift of tank angle and ship roll angle become
0h/p=a  tm 2 2gf y “ ( - ~ -  a tan 2(f),, DR)
1 - q
<f>^tp = a tan 2(- sin (j)2 cos ) - a tan 2(D,,Dr ) (2.26)
From Equations (2.23) and (2.25), ratio of the magnitude of ship roll motion due to pump 
pressure and the magnitude of tank angle due to wave moment is f i .
Ct/Cc = 0.000 
Ct/Cc = 0.085 
Ct/Cc = 0.170 
Ct/Cc = 0.256
50
40
30
20
10
0
Figure 2.3 Normalized magnitude of ship roll angle due to pump pressure
Figures 2.2 and 2.3 show the magnitude and phase shift of ship roll angle due to 
pump pressure respectively. Figures 2.4 and 2.5 show the magnitude and phase shift of 
water height in U-tube tank due to pump pressure respectively. Both ship roll motion and 
U-tube tank water dynamics clearly show two degree of freedom at lower friction ratio.
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At higher friction ratio, they become one degree of freedom. It is also noted that the 
higher water height is generated at lower friction coefficient.
200
-  - Ct/Cc = 0.000
—  - Ct/Cc = 0.085
  Ct/Cc = 0.170
  Ct/Cc = 0.256
150
100
Oo
.c
v>
oJ> TOx:Q. -50
-100
-150
-200
0.2 0.4 0.6 ® « /® ,
Figure 2.4 Phase angle of ship roll angle due to pump pressure
- -  Ct/Cc = 0.000 
—  Ct/Cc = 0.085
  Ct/Cc = 0.170
  Ct/Cc = 0.256
0 2 0.4
a>Jcos
Figure 2.5 Normalized magnitude of water height due to pump pressure
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- -  Ct/Cc = 0 000 
—  - Ct/Cc = 0 085
  Ct/Cc = 0 170
  Ct/Cc = 0.256
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Figure 2.6 Phase angle of water height due to pump pressure
2.4 The Effect of Mass Ratio
At ship roll natural frequency, the effect of stimulator moment at different ratio of 
stimulator mass and ship roll inertia is considered. When ship has no motion, Figure 2.6 
shows the stimulator moment per pump power as a function of the ratio of stimulator 
mass and ship roll inertia. From this figure the ratio of stimulator mass and ship roll 
inertia should be 0.02 to 0.04 for high ratio of stimulator moment and pump power. The 
lower ratio of stimulator mass and ship roll inertia the higher water level in the tank is 
required.
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stimulator moment
pump power
Fgure 2.7 Stimulator moment per pump power as a function of mass ratio of stimulator
and ship inertia
4
—  Ship roll angle 
- --  water height angle
3
2
1
CfO 1
■2
-3
4
120 140 160 180 200 220 240
time [sec]
Figure 2.8 Time domain response of ship roll and tank angle (or water height) when the 
water pump is turned on at 0 sec. and then shut down at 141 sec.
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2.5 Numerical Simulations
In this study, the numerical simulations of the coupling between ship roll motion 
and U-tube tank water dynamics are considered. As shown in Figure 2.7, the ship on still 
water starts rolling gradually by U-tube tank stimulator at the ship roll natural frequency. 
The water height level (or tank angle) shows a 90 degrees phase lead of the ship roll 
motion. That is, the moment produced by the stimulator is driving the ship’s roll. At the 
time of shut down of the water pump (about 141 seconds), the water height drops in 
amplitude considerably and shifts in timing to be about 180 degrees out of phase with the 
roll). After the pump is stopped, water in the stimulator is moved by its inertial force and 
ship roll acceleration. So the tank angle amplitude becomes higher. However, the 
subsequent ship roll angles begin to diminish while the water height significantly 
increases. At this point, the ship roll angle is now leading the water height; that is, the 
ship’s roll is now pumping the water. This energy transfer acts as an additional damping 
mechanism and substantially increases the natural damping characteristics of the ship. 
Within four or five cycles, the ship roll angle is reduced about ten times (from 3 to 0.3 
degrees). Field experiments are performed and the results are similar to those shown in 
Figure 2.7. It is clear that U-tube tank can also be used as an effective passive damper for 
ship roll motion.
2.6 Conclusions
A nonlinear 6-DOF dynamic model of active tank is derived. The water motion in 
U-tube tank is assumed to have one-degree of freedom. This model is used to analyze the 
coupling between ship motion and active U-tube tank.
In order to generate effective ship roll motion, the designed U-tube stimulator 
should have the same natural frequency as the ship roll motion has. Otherwise, more 
pump power is required for pumping the water in the tank to generate the roll moment.
The ship roll motion due to sinusoidal stimulation is also derived. The friction in 
the tank has an effect on the ratio of bow pressure and wave moment. The lower friction
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between fluid and U-tube tank is less pump pressure and higher reservoir tanks are 
required.
U-tube water tank can be used as an active stimulator or a passive damper for ship 
roll motion. It is also possible to use it as an active actuator for ship roll mitigation in 
high sea state environments.
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CHAPTER 3 
LINEAR SHIP ROLL CONTROL
Rolling is an undesirable motion for most vessels. Various active and passive 
systems may be used for a ship roll mitigation. Possible active systems include active 
flume tanks, gyroscopes, active fins, and rudders. Passive systems may consist of water 
tanks and bilge keels. Passive U-tube tank works well when its parameters equal to some 
specified values. For example, the natural fluid motion frequency in U-tube tank should 
be close to a ship roll natural frequency.
It has been shown that U-tube tank can be used as an active actuator for ship roll 
mitigation in high sea state environments. Yamagushi and Shinkai (1995) used model 
reference adaptive control for active U-tube tank. Chen et.al (2000) used sliding mode 
controller to reduce roll motion. In this study, four different control strategies are studied 
and compared. First the proportional and derivative (PD) control is used. U-tube tank 
water height and water velocity are feedback signals and the controller is tuned so that U- 
tube tank behaves as an optimal passive damper. The other three controllers considered 
are linear quadratic regulator (LQR), generalized predictive control (GPC), and deadbeat 
predictive control (DPC).
The GPC was introduced by Clarke et.al. (1987). GPC is a time domain method 
that uses a mathematical model to describe the input-output relationship of the system 
and to design the controller minimizing a desired cost function. Juang and Phan (1997a,b) 
developed a GPC by using the autoregressive with exogenous input (ARX) model to
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describe input-output relationship and applied it to vibration control problems. Kvatemik 
et al. (2001) applied this GPC to improve aeroelastic stability in airplane.
When a ship is under loading/unloading, its moment of inertia and righting 
moment change. In this case, an adaptive control is needed. Chen et.al. (1992) and Juang 
(1994) derived a system identification algorithm which can identify a state-space model 
from input/output test data. Juang et.al. (1993) developed the Observer/Kalman Filter 
Identification (OKID) algorithm. In this study, we use OKID to update the parameters of 
linear ship roll model with U-tube tank. The updated parameters are then used for 
adaptive GPC and DPC design.
3.1 Linear Ship Roll Motion and U-tube Tank
Ship roll motion and U-tube tank in Equation (2.20) can be written as
M 0 + B 0 + K 0 = F (3.1)
where M
F = B,P + B,K2 wave wave
bM = \ b J ^ ( 2 H  + L )L \ b„ =d ,
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0 =
T
<P
, T =
h
L/2
Equation (3.1) can be written as
0 ^2x2 ■^2x2 ' 0 ' 1J__ ^2x2 ' lA^P
0 - M K - M  ‘B 0
T
2
_ M _ 1 _
0
0
M
2x2
-1
0
=  [0 1 : 0
- t
, when ship roll is the only measured variable.
or x = Acx + Bcu + Bdcd
y = Ccx + Dfu + Ddcd.
It can be transformed to a discrete time model
x(k +1) = Ax(k) + Bu(fc) + B dd(k) 
y (k) = Cx(k) + Du(k) + Ddd(k)
(3.2)
(3.3)
(3.4)
where x(k)e R", y(k)e Rm,u(k)e Rr.
3.2 Passive U-tube Tank
For ship roll motion, the U-tube water tank can increase the ship roll damping by 
generating moment in opposite direction of wave moment to reduce its motion. Total 
moment acting on the ship roll motion becomes
t - { k M ~l ) p 
= K m + ^pgA ,L2T + p U 2A,{H + Lz) l - (p g A l (2Lz H - H 1)+pgAl,LzL ^
i pA,(2H2 - 6 L :H 2 +6L2lH)+!-pA,L2H  + pArLlL + ± -p A rL2) ? .
5 L 1L )
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The water tank moment generated by the passive U-tube tank has four 
1 ,
components which include —pgA,L t  generated by the difference of the water weight of
one side to the weight of the other, p  L2-4 (H + Lz ) f  generated by water acceleration in 
U-tube tank, ~(pgAt{2LzH - H 2)+ pgApLzL)fi generated gravitational force due to ship
roll, and - [ - p A t (2/73 - 6 LZH 2 + 6L]h )+ - pAJL1H  + pApL2zL +— pApL’ W generated 
v 3 2 12 j
by ship roll acceleration.
45
-135
-180
0.2 0 4 0.6
-90
;  -180
-270
-360
0 4
Figure 3.1 Upper graph: phase shift of ship roll angle with respect to wave moment. 
Lower graph: phase shift of water height with respect to wave moment.
Phase shift of ship roll angle and water height with respect to wave moment are 
shown in Figure 3.1. At low frequency, U-tube tank moment is generated by ship roll 
angle and water height. At the ship roll natural frequency, the ship roll angle has 90 
degrees phase lag with respect to the wave moment and water height has 180 degrees
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phase shift with respect to wave moment. U-tube tank moment is generated by water 
height and water height acceleration.
The water tank moment, (l/2)pl}AlLzf  -2pgA tLzH<p —pgApLzL(j) + 2pAtLzH 1(j>
-2 p A tl}zH<p - pApl}zL<j), generated by the passive U-tube tank depends on its level Lz 
in the ship. At the ship roll natural frequency, U-tube tank moment generated due to Lz is 
( f 2pco^klT/g)Lz . The wave moment changes its direction if U-tube tank is placed above
the ship center of gravity ( Lz < 0). The effectiveness of this passive U-tube tank on the 
ship roll motions is greater when its location in the ship is higher. At low frequency, U- 
tube tank moment generated is - ( 4/ 2pH(fkx/ L2) lz - (2 f 1pAp<fikl /(LAl))Lz . The wave 
moment changes its direction if U-tube tank is placed below the ship center of gravity 
( Lz > 0). If U-tube tank is placed on a higher level, it is more effective as a damper, but 
it reduces the ship stability.
U-tube tank can be designed to minimize the maximum values of the amplitude 
of roll motion in the frequency domain by solving
mm
ft,/
max
qeR +
where f +(2^
DR = ( f 2 - q 2\ l - q 2) - ^ q 2 i j M
D , = [ 2 ( f 2 - q 2) q ^  + 2 ( l - q 2) q f Z j
7 s  * nn
V M s  2 m h h M h h
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The adjustable parameters of U-tube tank are U-tube tank natural frequency and damping 
ratio of fluid motion in U-tube tank. Analytical method can be applied by following the 
procedure shown in Den Hartog (1988). However, a numerical method is used due to its 
simplicity. The result is shown in Figure 3.2. The optimal frequency ratio is close to one. 
The damping ratio of water motion in U-tube tank depends on the damping ratio of ship 
roll motion, and mass ratio, f l . As compared to the damping ratio of water motion in
U-tube tank, the optimal frequency ratio is more sensitive to changes of the mass ratio. 
Frequency response of ship roll with U-tube tank at optimal frequency ratio and varied 
damping ratio of water motion is shown in Figure 3.3, where (f)st = Kwave/ k ^  . Frequency
response of ship roll with U-tube tank at optimal damping ratio and varied natural 
frequency ratio is shown in Figure 3.4. U-tube tank has the best performance when its 
natural frequency is close to the ship roll natural frequency.
3.3 Proportional and Derivative (PD) Controller
In this section, a simple PD controller is considered. U-tube tank water height h 
and the water height velocity h are the feedback signals. From the water height h , one 
can calculate the tank angle T = h/(L/2) . The PD control becomes
AP = - k lT — k2t  (3.5)
where kx and k2 are the feedback gains. One can adjust the feedback gains so that U-tube 
tank has the optimal natural frequency and damping ratio shown in Figure 3.3. In this 
way, U-tube tank behaves as an optimal passive damper. In this study, we
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Figure 3.2 Optimal natural frequency ratio and damping ratio of water in U-tube tank
:ropt
Figure 3.3 Ship roll angle at optimal frequency ratio with 
different value of water motion damping ratio.
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Figure 3.4 Ship roll angle at optimal value of water motion damping ratio with different
value of natural frequency.
represent the optimal passive U-tube tank with PD controller because we use PD 
controller with U-tube tank to get the optimal U-tube tank.
3.4 Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR)
In this section, we use full-states feedback LQR control. LQR finds the control 
signal u(k) = -Kx(k) such that the quadratic cost function of system state and input
J  = y ]  xT (k )Qx(k ) + uT(k )Ru(k)
k =0
Define value function V : R" —» R ,
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V = min f t (xr (k)Qx(k) + ur (&)Ru(&))
k=0
subjected to x(0) and x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + Bu(k).
Hamilton-Jacobi equation
V (x0) = min(xoQx0 + wT (/c)Rw+ v(Ax0 + 5w))
or
zTP z = min(xoQx0 + wT(k)Rw + (Ax0 + Bw)Tp(Ax0 + B w |
minimizing w is w* = - ( r  + BtPb ) 1BtPAx0 
so Hamilton-Jacobi equation is
zTPz = xjQ x0 + w*T(k)Rw* + (Ax0 + Bw* )Tp (Ax0 + Bw*)
= x£ (q + a tp a  -  a tp b (r + b tp b ) 1b tp a )x0
This equation must be hold for all x0, so we can conclude that P satisfies the algebraic 
Ricatti’s Equation
P = Q + a tp a  -  a tp b (r  + b tp b ) *b tp a  ,
and the optimal input constant gain vector is
k  = - ( r  + b tp b )~1b tp a
and R, P are symmetric positive definite, Q is symmetric positive semi-definite.
3.5 Generalized Predictive Control (GPC)
Juang and Phan (1997a, b) developed a GPC algorithm by using autoregressive 
with exogenous input (ARX) model as a simple model represents the input-output 
relationship. It can be used to form a multi-step output prediction equation over a finite
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prediction horizon while subject to controls imposed over a finite control horizon. The 
control to be imposed at the next time step is determined by minimizing the deviation of 
the predicted controlled plant outputs from the desired outputs, subject to a penalty on 
control effort. 
Ship roll motion and U-tube tank can be represented by pth-order of ARX model
y(*) = a , y ( * - l ) + a 2y(*-2)+---  + a /,y (*-p)
+ Pou(£)+ Piu(* “ ! )+P2U(  ^-  2) + • • • + P pu(fc - p )
r . ^ number of system order (n)where order of ARX model p > -------------------------------------- .
number of system outputs (m) 
From Equation (3.6), system output can be written in multi-step output prediction as
y hp (k) = Tcu hc (k) + Bup (k -  p) + Ay p (k -  p) (3.7)
where
y»,(*) = |y(*) y(* + l) ••• y(k + hc - l )  y(k + hc) ••• y(k + hp - l ) }  
y p( k - p )  = h ( k - l )  y ( k - 2 )  ••• y ( k - p  + l) y ( k - p ) J  
u/i (k) = [u(k) u(k + 1) • • • u(k + hc — l ) f
II1 [ u ( k - l ) u ( k  -  2 ) •• u  (k - p + [) u  (k - p ) T
«1 «2 ••• Op-i a p " Pi P 2 P.-1 p , '
a<‘> « (20 ••• a (1) UP-1
B “
Pin P (2} ' •• p (A p (;
a * - 1' ••• a (/lc_1)“ p-i , B =:
P ^ -D P ^ - h  .
Pp-1
p(Ac-l)
a \ K) «<*> ••• a {hc) a P-1 a <« PSM P<*> •-  P K pV
a [ ^ l) ••• a P-\ pjv» • •• P(PV p(VD
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T c =
Po 0 0
p?} Po 0
p ^ _1) P^-2) • Po
p ^ P^_1) • • p?}
p?p_1) P^"2) • "o
+ «{9_1)Po, a (9) =M 'i /-i
Pm  =  Pi +  a |  P w • I =  1*2,3,. . .p ,a n d  q = 1,2,3,
The predictive control law is obtained by minimizing the deviation of the 
predicted controlled response, y h , from the specified target response, y T , over a
prediction horizon hp. Let c = yr -  y h , and the cost function to be minimized is
7 = £ rR£ + u [Q u A (3.8)
nc c
Two weighting matrices are included in the cost function: Q (symmetric and positive 
definite) is the weighting matrix for the control effort, and R (symmetric and positive 
semi-definite) is the weighting matrix for the relative differences between the target and 
predicted response. For simple selection of weighting, we choose the weighting matrices 
Q and R to be diagonal matrices. Minimizing J by choosing uA (k) gives
u ac (*) = “ (t c+Rt + Q)+t / r ( -  y T{k) + B u p{k -  p)+ A y p{k -  p)) 
as the control sequence to be applied to the system over next hc time steps. However, 
only the first r values are applied to the r control inputs and the remainders are discarded. 
So
u(k) = the first r'Vows [ - ( t / R t  + q )  t / r ( -  yT (k) + Bup ( k - p ) +  Ay p(A:-p))J (3.9)
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Then the control sequence is updated at the next time step. The GPC has a limit 
hp-P> hp ^ K
The lower value of control horizon, hc, is chosen the more control effort is used.
3.6 Deadbeat Predictive Control (DPC)
For deadbeat predictive control, the system outputs in Equation (3.7) from time step 
k + hc + 1 to k + hp are set to zero and matrices r c, B, and A are considered only from
row (hc +1 )m to hpm for deriving the control signal.
3.7 Adaptive Predictive Control
When a ship is under loading or unloading, its dynamics changes. In this case, 
system identification is needed to update the ship dynamics for the control design.
Wave moment,
wave
Uid
Predictive control
Ship roll 
U-tube tank and pump
System identification 
and disturbance 
estimation
Figure 3.5 Block diagram of predictive control with system identification.
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The structure of adaptive GPC or DPC is shown in Figure 3.5. The controller 
includes system identification and GPC or DPC. System identification provides updated 
system parameters for GPC or DPC controller design. When system identification is 
performed, the random input signal uid is added to control signal uc. So, the full spectrum
of ship dynamics is stimulated. In this application, it is difficult to put a random input
signal to drive the water pump. So, the pulse input with random amplitude is applied as
the stimulation input for system identification.
From Equation (3.4), one has
x(k + 1) = Ax(k) + Bu(k) + Bdd(k) + Gy(k) -  Gy(k)
= (A + GC)x(k) + (B + GD)u (k) -  Gy(k)
= Ax(k) + Bv(k) + B dd(k) 
y(k) = Cx(k) + Du (k) + Ddd(k)
where A = A + G C , B = [B + GD - G ] ,  v(k) =
u(k)
y(k)
The matrix G is an n x m  arbitrary matrix chosen to make the eigenvalues of A to any 
desired values. This ensures that CA*B = 0  for k > p  .
The system output at time step k can be written in term of past input, output, 
disturbance, and initial state as
y(k) = CA*x(0) + £ C A * -wBv(0 + £ C A * -wBdd(0 + Ddd(k) + Du (k) (3.11)
;=o 1=0
  k - 1_____  _
or y (k) = CA'x(O) + ^ C A i"1-'Bv(0 + Du (k) + Tj{k)
i=0
k - 1______
where T](k) = ^  CA^'^'B^dl/) + B dd(k) .
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Goodzeit and Phan (2000) showed that disturbance input could be represented by 
some basis function such as sine and cosine function, polynomial function or exponential 
function. In our problem, the disturbance is assumed to be regular beam seas and can be 
represented by sine and cosine basis function. Based on linear system property, the output 
signal at steady state is also sinusoidal with a different magnitude and phase shift due to 
the sinusoidal nature of the disturbance (i.e. wave moment) with frequency
rji (kAt) = (fji (o)/<2). )sin(fcqAf) + r\i (o)cos(£&j.Ar) 
or rj^k) = a? sin(fc&> -  p)+ fi f  cos(kty -  p ) , when At is omitted.
When there are L different wave frequencies encountered with a ship, Equation (3.11) 
becomes
y(/:) = CAVO) + XCAi-,-,Bv(i) + Du(^ :) + X [<
i=0 i=l
where \|/,.(&) =
sino}.fc 
cos c0:kI
For k  = p, p  +1, p + 2 ,..., I - 1, it can be written in the matrix form
y = init + YV + Yd\}/ (3.12)
where y = [y(p) y(p  + l) ••• y ( /- l ) ]  
init = [CApX(0) CAp+1X(0) ••• CA'-p-‘X(0)J 
Y = [D CB CAB CAp UB]
Y'=[k pf] k  pj] k  p?1 ••• k  pi!
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u ( p) u(p  + l) • • u ( / - l ) > l ( ° ) viW  • • V1& - P - 1)'
y { p - 1) y(p) • • y ( p -  2) v 2(°) V2(l) • • V2( f - P - 1 )
v = y ( p -  2) y(.p—i) • • y ( p -  3) .v  = V3(o) V3(!) • • v 3 { l - p - l )
v(0) v(l) •• • v ( / - p - l ) _ Vz.(0) Vt(  1) • ■ V l O - P - ! ) .
where D,CB,CAB, ,C A P UB are called observer Markov parameters.
The first term in Equation (3.12) represents the effect of the preceding p-1 time 
steps due to initial states. When A p is sufficiently small and all the states in x are 
bounded, Equation (3.12) can be approximated by neglecting the first term on the right- 
hand side,
mxl ___ [(m+r)p+r]xZ ____
y = Y V + Y V  (3.13)
m x[(m +r)p+r]
From observer Markov parameters Y , one can realize the system parameters [A,B,C,D] 
by using eigenvalues realization. If the disturbance does not exist, Equation (3.13) 
becomes Equation (3.6).
3.8 Numerical Simulations
In order to study the effect of the ship roll mitigation by using different 
controllers, numerical simulations are performed. Ship parameters used in the simulation 
include ship linear damping dx = 4.87 xlO8 N-m s rad-1, ship moment of inertia 
I  = 1.9275 x 109 kg - m2, and ship roll natural frequency 0)s = 0.5 rad / sec. U-tube tank 
parameters areAp = 6.22m2, L = 17.1m, H = 4.88m , Lz =1.83m, and 
A t =17.11m2.
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Figure 3.6 shows frequency responses of ship roll mitigation by using active U- 
tube tank with PD, LQR, GPC, and DPC. For LQR, the state weighting matrix 
R = 1014 x l 4 and control effort weighting matrix Q = 1. For ship roll angle and water 
height feedback, GPC has the deviation of predicted response weighting matrix
101
R =
o
1 o
0 0 and Q = 1.
For predictive control, GPC and DPC have control horizon hc = 25. For ship roll angle
feedback, GPC has deviation of predicted response weighting matrix R = 1014I AcxAf,and
control effort weighting matrix Q = 1. Both GPC and DPC have control horizon hc = 50.
From controller design, for ship roll feedback and hc = 50, we will have DPC as
u{k) = -1.5996 x lO 1 m(M) +1.6676w(k-2)-5.3846exl0-2 k(*-3)-L7555ii(*-4)
-4 .9422xlO9 <t>(k-\) +1.4438xl010 0(k-2)-1.41OlxlO10 0(fc-3)+ 4.6059xlO9 0(*-4)
, for ship roll feedback and hc = 50, we will have GPC as
u(k) = -2.2029 x 10'1 u{k-l) + 2.2026u(k-2) + 8.2552eXl0-2 k(*-3)- 2.1745m(jfc-4)
-6.5885xlO9 (f>{k-\) +1.8736xlO10 </>{k-2)~ 1.7859xlO10 <p{k-3) + 5.7052xlO9 </>{k-4)
, for ship roll and water height feedback and hc = 25, we will have DPC as
u(k) = —5.3668x 10"1 «(k-l) -  2.9047exl0'2 u{k-2)
-6.6394 x10s h(k-\) + 4.0560 x10s h{k-2)
-4 .7209x10s </>{k-l) + 4.7456xlO8 <p{k-2)
, for ship roll and water height feedback and he = 25, we will have GPC as
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«(fc) = —1.8500x10 * u{k-l) -9.5337exl0"2 u{k-2)
-2 .7 0 8 0 xlO6 h{k-1) + 2.2912xl06/i(fc-2)
-7 .0738x10s <z>(fc-l) + 7.1088x10s <p{k-2)
The performance of LQR and GPC depends on the selected weighting matrices 
Qand R and the performance of DPC relies on the control horizon and predicted 
horizon. Figure 3.6 shows that all active controllers are effective in ship roll mitigation. 
Time histories of ship roll and pump pressure (i.e. control effort) are shown in Figure 3.7 
and 3.8 respectively. The PD control has the worst performance. It is noted that DPC and 
GPC used ship roll angle feedback have high control effort at the beginning.
For DPC with ship roll angle and water height feedback, Figure 3.9 shows the 
effect of control horizon to the ship roll amplitude at different frequency. The lower 
control horizon is used, the more ship roll amplitude is reduced.
For performance comparison, the ratio of ship roll amplitude reduced from
passive tank and control pressure, ^OL^  ^cl(^) js considered, the results are shown in
V c M
Figure 3.10. The higher ratio the better performance we can get from the controller. From 
Figure 3.10, at low frequency, GPC with ship roll feedback has the best performance. At 
frequency ratio between 0.95 and 1.8, GPC with ship roll feedback and both DPC with 
ship roll and DPC with ship roll and water height feedback are higher performance than 
LQR and GPC with ship roll and water height feedback.
For overall performance, f^ QL ^  is used for criterion comparison,
I I uc M
the order of performance from highest to lowest performance is GPC (ship roll feedback) 
578 m2/N, LQR 504 m2/N, DPC (with ship roll and water height feedback) 500 m2/N,
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DPC (with ship roll feedback) 499 m2/N, and GPC (water height and ship roll feedback) 
484 m2/N. The GPC with ship roll feedback has the best result; performances of both 
DPC (with ship roll feedback and with ship roll and water height feedback) are closely to 
LQR. DPC is easiest to implement then DPC is selected for adaptive predictive control.
When a ship is under loading or unloading, its dynamics change. U-tube tank is 
no longer operating at the desired performance and the ship roll performance is degraded. 
In this case, system identification is needed to update the ship parameters for the 
controller. In order to stimulate the full spectrum of ship dynamics, a random input signal 
uid is added to the control signal uc. The GPC and DPC are redesigned with identified 
system parameters. Figure 3.11 shows the performance of adaptive DPC with control 
horizon hc = 25 by using two feedback signals (i.e. ship roll and water height angle). At
time t = 0 sec, the ship roll period is reduced by 40% to be 7.5 sec. During the time 
period from 0 to 200 sec, the ship roll is controlled by DPC with ship roll and water 
height angle feedback. The DPC controller is designed from original ship roll parameters 
(with the ship roll period 12.5 sec). During the time period from 200 to 700 sec, a random 
pulse input uid is applied without any control input and ship parameters are identified. 
Figure 3.12 shows the input P and output T  and (f> used for system identification. Then 
the controller is updated at time t = 700 sec. During the time period from 700 to 1000 
sec, the updated DPC controller gain is applied to ship roll mitigation. The control 
horizon is 50, ARX order is 120 and system order is four.
Figure 3.13 shows performance of the adaptive DPC by using only one feedback 
signal (i.e. ship roll angle) is shown in Figures 3.13 and 3.14. The control horizon is 70, 
ARX order is 200 and system order is four. In Figure 3.14, the stimulation signal used for
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system identification has a higher frequency with smaller amplitude. From Figures 3.11 
and 3.13, ship roll mitigation is improved about 40% after updating the controller with 
system identification.
Figure 3.15 shows the performance of adaptive GPC with ship roll feedback, 
control horizon hc =50, R = 1014I AcxAc, and Q = 1. The ship roll amplitude is almost the
same for before and after updating the controller, but after updating controller system is 
more stability.
 PD controller
 LQR
 GPC:® and h feedback
 DPC:® and h feedback
■■■■■ GPC:® feedback 
DPC:® feedback
^  2 5
0.5
0.2 0.4 0.6
03 /CD. e 3
Figure 3.6 Frequency response of ship roll angle by using U-tube tank with different
controllers.
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 PD controller
 LQR
—  GPCo and h feedback
—  DPC:q> and h feedback 
 GPC: o feedback
DPC:o feedback
A
7 \
-2 -
4  -
10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45 50
time [sec]
Figure 3.7 Time history of ship roll angle with PD, LQR, GPC, and DPC.
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Figure 3.8 Time history of pump pressure with LQR, GPC, and DPC.
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Figure 3.9 Frequency response of ship roll with different control horizon of DPC.
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Figure 3.10 The ratio of ship roll amplitude reduced from passive tank and control
pressure
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Figure 3.11 Time history of ship roll and water height due to regular beam seas with DPC 
(ship roll and water height angle feedback) before, during, and after system identification.
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Figure 3.12 Time history of ship roll and water height angle and identification input used 
for system identification under regular beam sea. Time history of ship roll and water 
height angle and identification input used for system identification under regular beam 
sea. Time history of ship roll and water height angle and identification input used for 
system identification under regular beam sea.
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Figure 3.13 Time history of ship roll and water height due to regular beam seas with DPC 
(ship roll angle feedback) before, during, and after system identification.
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Figure 3.14 Time history of ship roll angle and identification input used for system
identification under regular beam sea.
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Figure 3.15 Time history of ship roll and water height due to regular beam seas with GPC 
(ship roll feedback) before, during, and after system identification.
3.9 Conclusions
In this study, the ship roll mitigation is studied by using a U-tube water tank with 
four dynamic controllers. The U-tube water tank can be used as an optimal passive 
damper if a PD controller is used by properly tuning its controller gains.
From numerical simulations, active controllers like LQR, GPC and DPC can 
greatly enhance the ship roll mitigation. The GPC achieves the best performance and can 
be easily implemented since it only requires one feedback signal (i.e. ship roll) to be 
measured. When ship dynamics change, a system identification algorithm is proposed 
and the performance of ship roll mitigation using adaptive GPC and DPC is 
demonstrated.
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CHAPTER 4 
NONLINEAR SHIP ROLL CONTROL
Linear ship roll motion with U-tube tank was studied in Chapters 2 and 3. It is 
reasonable for a small ship roll motion. Large amplitude ship roll motions would be 
nonlinear; these can be caused by wave action and load effects. These results will be 
represented by nonlinear damping moment and the nonlinear restoring moment. A 
coupling motion with other directions or with flooded water on deck can cause nonlinear 
ship roll motion as well. For water on deck, Murashigae et al. (1999) showed that a ship 
can exhibit undesirable nonlinear roll motion even in waves of moderate amplitude.
For nonlinear ship roll motion, conventional linear control cannot prevent a ship 
from capsizing. In this study, a nonlinear controller was considered for nonlinear ship roll 
motion generated by wave action and load. One of the nonlinear controllers is feedback 
linearization. Feedback linearization deals with techniques for transforming original 
system models into equivalent models of a simpler form. Then the nonlinear control 
signal is derived for desired performance. Applicability of this method is quite limited 
because it depends on an exact knowledge of nonlinear plant. To disregard this limitation, 
a neural network and fuzzy system are applied to represent unknown nonlinear function. 
He et al. (1998) used a neural network to represent the nonlinear function. Wang (1993), 
and Spooner and Pasinno (1996) applied a fuzzy system as a direct and indirect adaptive 
controller. Chen et al. (1996) and Park (2003) employed a fuzzy system as an indirect 
adaptive controller, and Yang and Ren (2003) applied a fuzzy system as a direct adaptive 
controller.
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In this study, feedback linearization and an adaptive fuzzy robust controller were 
applied to nonlinear ship roll mitigation.
4.1 Nonlinear Ship Roll and U-tube Tank
Ship motion can be written as 
Iu <p = Ftotal
, where total moment Ftotal is the combination of hydrodynamic moments 
hydrostatic moments Fhs {(f>), wave moments Fw, wind moments, and U-tube tank 
moments K stim. Hydrodynamic moments depend on ship motion and can be represented 
by Fhdtotal (<fi, (f) = -m u  {co)(f) -  bu (j) -  bUq . Hydrostatic moments depend on hull shape
and can be approximated by polynomial function Fhs(0) = -A(cl0 - c 3<f>3). Wave 
moments can be represented by Fw = M wo cos(tat). Ship roll motion can be written as 
{Iu + (<!# ' = Fu  W  ■+ F„ {</,) + F , + X„,„ (4.1)
, where Fu {$,<£)= - b ^
From Equation (2.11), water motion in stimulator 
~ pmhhh
= AP + 2pgh cos (f> -  pgL sin $ -  p(2Lz -H)h<j>2 +bA, (2H + L)h (4.2)
, where
Fshh (h, h, <f>, j>) = 2pgh cos <f> -  pgL sin </> -  p{2Lz -  Fl)h<p2 + b \  (2H + L)h 
mh0 =  PL (Lz +  H )
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mhh =P
/  \  
2H + ^ ^ L
A
v p‘Pe y
From Equation (2.16), moment generated by U-tube tank
K  stim P \ - ( 2 H 3 -  6LZH 2 -  6Lzh2 + 6L\H  + 6Hh2)+ — L2H  + —  l}zL + — — L2v3 ' ‘ 1 4 7 2 4
+ pAt (LH + LzL)h + 4 p \  (Lz +H)h<ph + 2pAtLHh(f>2 
- pgAj(2LZH — H 2 - h 2)sin(f> + pgAtL hcos(/>- pgApLzLsin(f) 
= ~{ms44 + 2M  {H -  Lz )h2 )j> + m j i  + Fs4r (h, h, (/>, f )
12 A, *
(4.3)
, where 
FSAr(h^,<p,<p):
= M
= 4pA, (Lz + H)h<ph + 2pAtLHh(j)2 -  pgA, (2LZH  - H 2 - h 2)sin <f) 
+ pgAtLh cos (p -  pgApLzL sin <p
1 A- ( 2 H 3 - 6 L ZH 2 + 6L2ZH)+ — I?H + —  l?zL + —— -L 2
A 12 yi,
= pA ( l h  + l zl )
From Equation (4.1)-(4.3), coupling of ship roll motion and U-tube tank can be written as 
-  mhhh + mh$  = AP + Fshh (h, h, </>, <p)
- m 4hh + = Fm (<j>) + Fhs {<£) +FW+ Fs4r (h, h ,0 ,0 j
or h = f h(h,h,<p,<t>)+ g ^ A P -g ^ F "
0 = f*(h,h, </>,<!>)+ g ^ A P -  ghhFw (4.4)
, where m#  = ( i^  + mu  [eo)+ msU + 2pA, (H  -  Lz )h2)
meq = - mhhmM+mhtm&
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mhf mhh
 I L  n  —  —  o  —  — o  — ____——’ £ > £ hd > £ hh
m e« ™ eq m eq m eq
f  h(h> h, 0, i )  = - g h0FM (f]~  g h^ Fhs {0) + g ^F shh (h, h, 0 ,0 ) - gh<j)FsAr (h,h, 0,0)
= + S h M  + 8h*b44#  + 8hA c\0 ~ 8 h ^ 30 3 
- 4 g h,pAt{Lz+H)h<jt i-p(2ghtAtL H - g ^ 2 L z - H ) ) h 0 2 
~ 8h0P 8 \ h 2 sin0  + pg(gh^ ApLzL -  g ^ L  + g ^ A , (2LZH  -  H 2))sin0
+ Pgfag* ~ 8 h A L)hcos 0 + 8 j > \  (2// + L)h
= a^0 + a2^ 0  + a30 -  a403 -  a5h0h -  a6h02 - a 7h2 sin^ + as sin 0  + agh cos 0 + al0h
fX h^,0 ,0 )= -8hh  Fhd (0)- 8hh Fhs (0)+ 8 * Fshh [h*h, 0 ,0 ) - g hh Fs4r (h,h,0,0)
= an0 + al2\^0 + al30 -  al402 -  al5h0h -  al6h02 -  al7h2 sin 0 + a18 sin 0 + al9h cos 0 + a20h
They can be written in first order system differential equation as
z2 = Zi = h
z2 =h = f h{zl,z 2,z 3,z 4) + g ^ A P - g h^ Fw 
z4 = z3 =0
Z4 = 0 = f M '  z2 ^ 3,z 4) + 8 ^ - 8 h h Fw
, or z =
z2 "  0 ' '  0 '
fh{zx,z 2,z 3,z 4)
+ 8<m>AP + 8 hp
z4 0 0
f p { z z 2,z 3, z4) _8<fh _ _8hh _
K  = f (z) + g (z)Ap + gd (z, t)Fw (4.5)
y = 0 = h{ z)
In this study, we are not considering the disturbance term for wave moment, Fw, for 
controller design.
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4.2 Ship Roll Motion Phase Plane
For no bias of a ship and no viscous damping, phase plane of ship roll and roll 
rate are shown in Figure 4.1
Figure 4.1 Phase plane of ship roll motion without damping: From jiang et. al. (1996)
stability” and one fixed point of the center type between the saddles, representing the 
upright equilibrium position. It has a heteroclinic cycle connecting the two saddle points
cycle. This is because every initial condition located in those regions will lead to bounded 
oscillatory motion. Outside those regions, the motion will be unbounded, corresponding 
to capsize.
4.3 Feedback Linearization
4.3.1 Basic theory
The central idea of the approach is to algebraically transform a nonlinear system 
into a fully or partially linear system as a controllable canonical form shown by Slotine
A  *
It has two fixed points of saddle type which are referred to as “the angle of vanishing
and also encircling the center. Two saddle points are located at
where </>* = ± . The safe region is defined as the one bounded by the heteroclinic
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and Li (1991). A single-input, single-output nonlinear system is described by the state
space representation
z = f(z) + g(z)« 
y = h{ z)
Differentiating y  with respect to time, one obtains 
y = V/i(f + g u) = Lfh{x) + Lgh(x)u 
, where L(h(x), Lgh(x) represent the Lie derivative of h with respect to f,g respectively. 
If Lgh(x)u ^  0 for all x in a region Q. then the input transformation
M=T r n ( - z ^ ( x) + v )Lgh{x)
results in a linear differential relation between y and v 
y = v
If Lgh(x)u = 0 for all x in a region Q we can differentiate y to obtain 
y = L(1h(x)+ LgLfh(x)u 
If LtLth(x) is again zero, we shall differentiate again and again, until for some integer 
LgL f lh{x)*0  
Then the control law
u = — r— +v)
LgI ^ lh H ’
yields the linear multiple-integrator relation 
y W = v
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The number of differentiations of y required for input u to appear is called 
relative degree of system.
When r < n the nonlinear system can be transformed, using / i , a s  a 
part of new states, into a so-called “normal form.” The normal form of system can be 
written as
*1 *2
* r - l
--
- X r a(x,t]) + fe(x,i|)M
Ti = w(x,n) (4.6)
y = *i
, where
x = [h Lfh ...
n = h  *72-  *7b- J
a(x,ri) = Vfh{x) = I J ^ _1(x,n)]
&(x,n) = LgLf~lh(x) = LgUfh[<p~l (x,n)]
The first r equations of the normal form have a companion form, while the last 
n — r equations are not directly related to the system input u .
To show that the nonlinear system can indeed be transformed into the normal 
form, we have to show that the component of x are independent (and thus eligible to 
serve as a subset of state vector), and thus (n — r) other variables rji can be found to 
complete the new state vector.
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For latter, find ( n - r )  more functions rji such that the set of functions 
, rjj,(i = 1,..., r; j  - 1,... n -  r) are independent of each other in Q . The (n -  r) 
independent functions Ak (k = 1,..., n -  r) such that 
L \  (x) = 0, Vx e Q
4.3.2 Ship Roll Motion with U-tube Tank
In this section, ship roll and U-tube tank feedback linearization is considered. 
From equation of motion in Equation (4.5), it has Lgh(x) = 0 , and LgLth(x) = =£0
then this system has relative degree 2 and has normal forms as controllable part
(4.7)~ v
x2
_*2. A ft{*>n)+gihM >_
, and an uncontrollable part
1
77i — h —------ 7^2 -^-------*2
& &
n2 = -gfrh  + g '(p  = —  {fm W + Fhs {(p) +FW + Fs4r (h, in, <p, <p))
m eq
Transformation matrix between normal forms and physical form is
(4.8)
V 1
*2 0
V\ 0
Jll- 0
0
1
0
0 0 
0 0 
1 0
0 g*
(4.9)
Jacobian matrix of transformation matrix is non-singular for any states, z. Thus this state 
transformation is valid globally.
The normal form has zero dynamics system as
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Vi = - — ^ 2
* (4-10)
V2 = g j i  =  [fm (0) + (0) + Fs4r {h, h, 0,0)) = -------
, which is marginal stability. It will oscillate with frequency ^  ^  ^  ^  rad/sec. The
oscillation affects the ship roll motion, so the uncontrollable part is not need to be 
stabilized it by changing the coordinate of the controllable part. Control signal for 
feedback linearization is
“ (*) = — [- / ,(* » n ) -v ]  (4.11)
8 &
, where v as the controllable part has the linear characteristic we need. A schematic
diagram of ship roll feedback linearization is shown in Figure 4.2.
If we need to avoid the non-minimum phase due to marginal stable of
uncontrollable part by changing coordinate of controllable part. One we can change to
new states as
xx = </> + kL sin(h) 
x2 = x, = 0 + kLh cos (h)
x2 =(f> + kLh cos(h) -  kLh2 sin(h) = / ,  + g^AP + kL ( fh + g^AP)cos(h) -  kLh2 sin(/i)
V2 ~ 8mx2 V\ — .
8 8  (p<p l  c o s x i
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= - b j >  ~ -  Aci0 + A^<? + 4S/„*M (Lz + H ) / i^  + 2 p g ^ L H h p 2
+ ShtPgW 2 sin </> -  P8(a pLzL + A, (2LZH -  H 2)) sin <p + pgA'Lh cos <p+ Fw 
= - a ol0 -  a02| ^  -  am(p + a04^ 3 + a05h<jh + a06hp2 + a01h2 sin <j> — a0i sin (p + amh cos <p+ Fw
, where <»= ~g* ^  ~K °°SX'% , h = ----- ------------------ , h = 7],, 0 = xt -  kLsin(A)
“  g* “  COS *1 “  ^  “  g<M>kL C0S *1
Control signal for feedback linearization is
1
u ( x ) =  -
8m + 8 M k L cos( h)
(/*  + k L cos( h ) f h -  k Lh 2 sin( h)  -  v)
X,T]
Linear
controller
Coordinate
transformation
Figure 4.2 Block diagram of ship roll and U-tube tank with feedback linearization
4.4 Adaptive Fuzzy Control
4.4.1 Problem formulation
Consider system order n'th
i . = xM ,1 < i < n — 1 
•*«. = f(&)+ g{x)u + d(x,t) 
y = x i
(4.12)
Let v = [yd y (d yd2> ■■■ ydnl)J ,  and e = x -  v then system equation can be
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e, = e;i+i ,1 < i < n — 1 
K  = / ( x)+ tf(x)“ ~ y (d \ t )  +d{x,t)
(4.13)
Using the pole-placement approach, we consider a term kx , where k = [kx k2 ■■■ knA], 
the k{ are chosen such that sn + kn_xsn~x + k2s + kx = 0 is a stable polynomial, which leads 
to exponentially stable dynamics
x n + kn_xx nA + k2x 2 + kxx = 0 
e = Ae + B{g(x)n + / ( x ) -  + k Te + rf(x,t)}
, where
'0 1 0 •• • 0 ' 'o '
A =
0 0 1 •• • 0
; b =
0
_ 'k i - k 2 - v - " ” k n_ 1
Because A is stable, positive-definite solution P = P r of Lyapunov equation
a tp + p a + q  = o
always exists and Q > 0 is specified by the designer.
(4.14)
X in U Y in V
Fuzzy sets in VFuzzy sets in U
DefuzzifierFuzzifier
Fuzzy Inference 
Engine
Fuzzy Rule Bases
Figure 4.3 Basic configuration of fuzzy system
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4.4.2 Structure of Fuzzy System
Fuzzy system is considered in this study shown in Figure 4.3. The fuzzy system 
performs a mapping from U e Rn to V e R .
(a) Fuzzifier
Fuzzy logic systems have been proved to be universal approximators. They can be 
uniformly approximate any continuous functions defined on compact domains to any 
degree of accuracy.
Consider a fuzzy system to uniformly approximate function y = /(x ) , where 
x = [xj x2 x3 • • • xn 7  e  U is the input vector.
The domain of xt is defined on 0t = \at ,£>, ]. The domain of x  is 
® = 0l x 0 2x - x 0 n = [av bl]x[a2,b2]x---x[an,bn]
In order to construct a fuzzy system, the interval [«, ,£>, ] is divided into Nt subintervals 
a i =  Co <  Q  < “ CN_\ < CN_ = bj
On each interval 0t, 1 < i < n , +1, N i > 0 continuous input fuzzy sets, denoted
by A1.,0 < j  < N i , are define to fuzzify xj . The membership function of Aj. is denoted by 
jUA, (x; ), which can be represented by triangular, trapezoid, generalized bell or Gaussian
type and so on.
(b) Fuzzy rule bases
Generally, fuzzy systems can be constructed by K, K > 1 fuzzy rules. Fuzzy rule 
base is a set of fuzzy IF-THEN rules collected from field experts, which represent the 
knowledge of how to describe the plant or how to control the plant.
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Rule^  : IF x{ is A{ AND ... AND xn is Aln Then is Gl , I = 1,2,..., M
, where Gl is a function of al0 +a[xx + — I- a‘nxn for the Takagi-Sugino (T-S) type fuzzy
A[,a!1,...,A [  are fuzzy sets of the input, Gl is the output fuzzy set, and / = l,2,....Af is 
the number of fuzzy rule.
(d) Fuzzy inference engine
Fuzzy inference engine, fuzzy logic principles are used to combine the fuzzy IF- 
THEN rules in the fuzzy rule base into a mapping from the fuzzy set in 
U = Ul x U2 x • • • x Un to a fuzzy set in V. Fuzzy implication rules are used to represent
IF-THEN rules before combining them together. For product-operation rule of fuzzy 
implication
system, x = [. J  e  U , y are the input and output of the fuzzy system,
Compositional rule of inference
FAxORu) {y) = s u p ^  (x)uF, (*, )nF, (x2)--- UF, {xn )nG, (y)j
Ax is an arbitrary fuzzy set in U. If Ax is fuzzy singleton with support x  then
\  n n
, where y is the point in R which juc, (y) achieve its maximum value.
(e) Defuzzifier
By using a center-averaged defuzzifier, the output of fuzzy system
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M  (  n
/=1 v 1=1
M  f  n
2 X .* « (5 0  Z  n » A xi)
1=1 i=i v M
or f { x , A x) = '£l y&  (*) = £(x)Axx (4.15)
1=1
, where x = [x{ x2 x3 ■ ■ ■ xn f , x = [l jc7]7^ , and
^ n
n ^ w
^W = - 7 T T  '
E n ^ w
, which is called a fuzzy base function and
/=i V 1=1
^ W = fe (x )  £ ( x) ••• &(*)]
a0 ax
2 2 
ao 1
a„
a , j  = 0,1,... ,n ,i  = 0,1,..., K  are unknown constants.
Lemma 1. Suppose that the input universe of discourse U is a compact set in R r . Then 
for any given real continuous function /(x )  on U and V f > 0, there exist the fuzzy
systems f ( x , A x) such that
sup
x e U
f ( x ) - f { x , A x) < £ .
Proof. The proof was given by Wang (1997)
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For any n-dimensional continuous function / ( x ) , if N- +1 is input fuzzy sets for
n
each variable xt are used, there will be K  = N {, +1 IF-THEN fuzzy rules in the T-S
/=i
n
fuzzy systems. In such a way, we will get a total of N t +1 parameters to
i=i
describe the T-S fuzzy systems / (x ,A x) which is used to approximate the function 
/(*)•
4.4.3 Direct Adaptive Fuzzy Control
In direct adaptive control, the parameters of the controller are directly adjusted to 
reduce some norm of the output error between the plant and the reference model. We 
need to find / (x )  for finding the control law to create stability. For / (x )  is an unknown
continuous function, T-S fuzzy system /(x , Az) with input vector jc .
/ (x )=  f ( x , A t ) + e
= £(x)Axx + £ = <%{x)A°z + g(x)A'ze + £(x)A'zv + £
Substitute into system equation (4.12)
e = Ae + B{g(x)u + £{x)Az + £(x)A'e + <%(x)A'zv + £ -  y ^  + k Te + A(x,t)} (4.16)
Let ce = |A;| = (a 'ztA'z), such that A't = ceA™ and ||A'|| < 1
e = Ae + Z?{g(jc)w + <%(x)Az + ^(x )A'v + £ — y ^  + kTe + A(x, f)}+ ceB%{x)Az e (4.17) 
The adaptive controller is designed by using the small gain theorem. The above equation 
can be written into two subsystems as
e = Ae + fl{g(;c)w + %{x)A°z + £{x)A'zv + £ -  y {dn) + k Te + A{x,f)}+ cgB%{x)w 
Z  = H\e) =  e
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xv=K(z) = A”e (4.19)
, and their connection is shown in Figure 4.4. Controller u = U(e) should be made to 
satisfy input to state practically stable (ISpS).
Assumption 1: There exists an unknown positive constant p* such that V(t,;c)e R+ x R n
A(t, jc)  <  p  VOO 
where ^ ( jc)  is a known nonnegative smooth function.
Assumption 2: The sign of g(jc) is known, and there exists a constant bmin > 0 such that
Theorem 1 (Uniformly Ultimately Bounded 1): Consider system (4.16); suppose that 
Assumptions 1 and 2 are satisfied and the / ( jc)  can be approximated by the T-S fuzzy
system. If we pick y < 1, which is the gain of ^ 2w there exists a positive constant p
and Amin(Q)>2  in Equation (4.14), and then a tracking-based robust adaptive fuzzy 
control scheme is proposed as follows:
u = -Zd{x)BTPe (4.20)
, where
= f t V  €{x)£T M + ~ j  v 1 M1.4/ 4 p
(4.21)
, and adaptation law for Z is now chosen as
X = r{i3[x)eT PBBT P e )) (4.22)
Proof. The proof was given by Yang and Zhou (2003)
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The solutions of composite closed loop system are uniformly bounded, and imply
that for any //j >
V c i J
, there exists a constant T >  0 such that lk(nl < jlx for all
t > t 0 + T .  The value //, can be made arbitrary small if the design parameters A^,<J,p 
are chosen approximately.
Theorem 2 (Uniformly Ultimately Bounded 2): Consider the system (4.16), suppose that 
assumption 1 is satisfied and the f ( x )  can be approximated by the T-S fuzzy system. If 
we pick y < 1 and Amin (Q) > 1 in (4.14), then the control scheme (4.23) with adaptive law 
(4.24) is an adaptive fuzzy robust tracking control which can make all the solutions 
(ie(t), A, &) of the derived closed loop system uniformly ultimately bounded. Furthermore, 
given any ju > 0 and bounds on c and 6 , we can tune our controller parameters such that 
the output error e(t) = y ( x ) -  yd ( j c )  satisfies lim|e(t)| < p .
t—
Control law
U=Uequ+Us
A
[2 f
f (x )gT (x)BT Pe -^ (jc)tanh
Oy{x)BTPe (4.23)
adaptation parameters
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- U r ,  ^ - r eTPB4{x)4T{x)BTPe-<71( A - ^ )
S=rMxiBTPe\-aI(e-e„J
, where y/{x) = 1 + ||jc|| + j<^ (x
(4.24)
X =  X X .
Proof. The proof was given by Yang and Ren (2003)
= min(g(x)) 
c = b~lncl  estimating X
= btmn (^1 (C ~  A )) +  &2 — ^0 ) +  )
The solutions of composite closed loop system are uniformly bounded, and imply
that for any //, >
r j  V '2 
v c i J
, there exists a constant T > 0 such that Ik (f)|| < jux for all
t > t 0 + T . The value //, can be made arbitrary small if the design parameters
Aq,90,£,(Jv <j 2 are chosen approximately.
Izw
Figure 4.4 Feedback connection of fuzzy system
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4.4.4 Indirect Adaptive Fuzzy Control
If plant parameters and structure are exactly known, the technique of feedback 
linearization gives the control input as
u = (-  f ( x )  + y {dn) -  kTe)
For unknown nonlinear system function / ( jc), g(x), they can be represented by 
fuzzy system, then control law will be
u<= 1 a \ ( ~ ef )+ y [d ] - kTe) (4-25)g\x, Vg)
f i x>Ax\g(X’Bx) can be represented by fuzzy system.
/(*> 4 ) = E  y&  (x) = Z(x )Ax*1=1
g{x’Bx)=Y; yflt (x) = b{x)bxx
i=1
This controller must have no estimated g(x,Bx) = 0. The adaptation will be adjusted to 
the parameters of matrix Ax and Bx.
4.5 Numerical Simulations
In a numerical simulation, Patti-B 238 t fishing boat is a studied model, which 
parameters are given by Hsieh et al. (1994), Jiang et al. (2000) as shown in Table 4.1. 
Optimal U-tube tank parameters of the fishing boat have L — 5 m, H = 2 m, At = 2 m2, and 
Ap = 0.19 m . For fuzzy system, linguistic variables are ship roll and ship roll rate, and 
linguistic values are positive, zero, and negative. IF-THEN rules for adaptive fuzzy 
control are
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ru le l: IF is N and x 2 is N and x 3 is N and x4 is N 
THEN y = aj, + a[x, + a2x2 + a3x3 + a\x4
rule2: IF x, is N and x 2 is N and x3 is N and x4 is Z 
THEN y = al + af jcx + a\x2 + a 3x3 + a4x4
rule81: IF x, is P and x 2 is P and x 3 is P and x4 is P
Membership functions have values between zero and one. Membership functions shown 
in Figure 4.5 are positive (P), zero (Z), and negative (N) which correspond with j = 1, 2, 
and 3 respectively.
, where fly (x) are membership function of inputs x; , cy is constant values of membership 
function of state xi . cXJ = c2j = (-1  + 0.5(7 -  l))x ;r /6 , c3j = c4j = (-1  + 0.5(7 — l))x 1, j = 
1,2,3.
Simulations are compared among no U-tube tank, passive U-tube tank, feedback 
linearization, and direct adaptive fuzzy controller with Equation (4.23) under 0.6 rad/s of 
wave moment frequency. All initial states of a ship are zero. Wave moment amplitudes 
are 5.0860xl04 N - m ,  7.8601xl04 N - m ,  and 1.7292xl05 N -m  have time history 
of ship roll as shown in Figure 4.6, 4.8, and 4.10 respectively, and phase trajectory of
THEN y = ajj1 + a,'x, + a2*x2 + a3*x3 + a4*x4
exp(- 0.5(x(. -  Cy) /<J2) , otherwise , for left
, for center (4.26)
;p(-0.5(x,. - C y ) / ( T 2 )  , otherwise
, for right
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ship roll and roll rate as shown in Figures 4.7, 4.9, and 4.11 respectively. A ship without 
U-tube tank will be capsized at 5.0860xl04 N - m , a ship with optimal U-tube tank will 
be capsized at 8.646lx lO 4 N - m .  At encountered wave amplitude 7.8601xl04 N - m ,  
adaptation parameters for adaptive fuzzy controller X and 6 are shown in Figures 4.12 
and 4.13 respectively.
For direct adaptive fuzzy controller Equation (4.20), numerical simulation results 
are shown in Figures 4.14 and 4.15. The adaptation gain X is shown in Figure 4.16.
1
0 9
08
07c
06
05
E 04I
03
0 2
0 1
0.
•2 •1.5 •1 -0.5 0
h. dh/dt [m, m/sec]
05 1 5 21
|  0.6
Q.
E
0.3
-60 -40
Figure 4.5 Membership function 
From numerical simulations, show that U-tube tank increases ship roll damping 
and improves ability of a ship to survive in rough seas. Comparing with passive U-tube 
tank, an adaptive fuzzy controller does not significantly help a ship to survive in severe 
seas, partly because it must have some time to adjust its own parameters.
Ship roll motion damping increases 100 percent with an optimal U-tube tank 
versus a ship without a U-tube tank; it increases 20 percent with adaptive fuzzy control 
versus a passive U-tube tank; and it increases 20 percent with linearization feedback with 
known nonlinear functions versus adaptive fuzzy control.
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Table 4.1 Parameters for Patti-B, a 22.9 m, 2381 fishing boat Jiang et al. (2000),
Parameter Numerical value Parameter Numerical value
/ 44+W44M 1.468xlO6 k g - m 2 A 2.366xlO6 N
*44 M 3.206xlO3 k g - m 2 -s '1 *44 W 9.882xlO4 k g - m 2
ci 0.2138 m c3 0.6713 m
-w ith o u t s tim u la to r
- p a s s iv e  s tim u la to r
- fee d b a c k  linearization  
-D A F C
.
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Figure 4.6 Time history of ship roll motion with wave amplitude 5.0860xlO4 N -m
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Figure 4.7 Phase trajectory of ship roll and roll rate with wave amplitude
5.0860xlO4 N -m
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Figure 4.14 Time history of ship roll motion with wave amplitude 7.8601 xlO4 N - m  for
DAFC with Equation (4.20)
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Figure 4.16 Adaptation parameter of A at wave magnitude7.8601xlO4 N -m  for DAFC
with Equation (4.20)
4.6 Conclusions
The nonlinear coupling of ship roll and U-tube tank was studied. A passive U- 
tube tank helps to reduce ship roll and capsizing. Two types of direct adaptive fuzzy 
system give close results. To compare with passive U-tube tank, the direct adaptive fuzzy 
controllers do not show significantly to protect ship capsizing.
For large external moment, ship roll will oscillate around some roll equilibrium. 
This effect depends on the friction coefficient between fluid motion in the U-tube tank 
and the U-tube tank’s natural frequency.
In the transient states, when ship roll is stimulated, it can cause capsizing 
immediately. This result comes from the limitation of fuzzy adaptive controller design 
considerations.
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS 
5.1 Conclusion
A nonlinear, six degrees of freedom of ship roll stimulator, U-tube tank 
mathematical model was derived and verified with experimental results.
Optimal passive U-tube tanks were considered especially the natural frequency of 
water motion in U-tube tank and friction between the water and U-tube tank. One can get 
the optimal passive U-tube tank by using a PD controller. It can increase ship roll 
damping by 40 percent.
For a linear active U-tube tank, LQR and predictive control are effective in 
reducing ship roll motion, but predictive control is easier to implement. If ship roll 
parameters change, an adaptive predictive controller gives better results.
For a passive nonlinear U-tube tank, not only does the U-tube tank increase ship 
roll damping, but it also reduces ship capsizing in rough seas. For an active U-tube tank, 
when nonlinear function and system parameters are known, feedback linearization is 
applied to ship roll mitigation. For an unknown mathematical model exactly adaptive 
fuzzy control is applied. Feedback linearization significantly reduces ship capsizing from 
optimal passive U-tube tank.
5.2 Further Extension of the Research
Water slamming on the cover of a U-tube tank will give a large impulsive force to 
the ship roll motion.
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In real application, semi-active U-tube control (by using an air valve to control the 
water flow in the U-tube tank as shown in Figure 5.1) was one of the interesting topics. 
An air valve control is cheaper and consumes less energy than an active U-tube tank.
Air flow
control valve
Controller
i Ship roll,
! water height
Figure 5.1 Schematic diagram of semi-active U-tube tank
Verification of the selected controller with an experimental set up should be done. 
The effect of a U-tube tank on ship motion, especially the ship’s turning ability 
should be studied.
The use of a U-tube tank with other stabilizers should be studied.
Although only 1-DOF beam sea model is analyzed in this study, one should be 
noted that the current approach can be applied to 3-DOF beam sea model developed by 
Chen et al. (1999).
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APPENDIX A
ISS and SMALL GAIN THEOREM
Definition A1 (Uniformly Ultimately Bounded) It is said that the solution of system
of R", and all x0(t0) = x0 e U , there exists an £ > 0  and a number T(e,x0) such that 
||x(t| < £ for all t > t 0 + T .
Definition A2 (Class K-function) A class K-function y  is a continuous, strictly 
increasing from R+ into R+ and y(0) = 0. It is of class if additionally y(s) —» °° as 
s - » <x>. A function (3: R+ x R+ —> R+ is a class of KL if /?(•, t) is a class K for every 
t > 0 and y6{s, t ) —> 0 as t —> » .
Definition A3 (Input to State practically Stable, ISpS) For system x = f (x ,u ) ,  it is 
said to be input-to-state practically stable (ISpS) if there exist a function y of class K, 
called the nonlinear gain, and a function f t  of class KL such that, for any initial 
condition x(0), each measurable essentially bounded control u(t) defined for all t > 0 and 
a nonnegative constant d, the associated solution x(t) is defined on [0,oo) and satisfies:
When d = 0 in Equation (1), the ISpS property becomes the input-to-state stability (ISS) 
property.
x = f (x ,u )  with y = h(x) is uniformly ultimately bounded if for any U, a compact subset
(Al)
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Definition A4 (Input to State practically Stable Lyapunov function) A C1 function V 
is said to be an ISpS-Lyapunov function for system x = f ( x , u ) if there exist functions
a x, a 2 of class such that
a x | )  < v(*) < a 2 (||*(t|), V x e R n, (A2)
and there exist functions a 3, a 4 of class K  and a constant d > 0 such that
— {x)f{x,u) < - a 3(||x(r|)+ ar4(||w||)+ d (A3)
When Equation (A3) holds with d = 0, V is referred to as an ISS-Lyapunov function. 
Then it holds that one may pick a nonlinear gain y  in Equation (Al) of the form,
which is given by Sontag (1995)
where the notation ° stands for the composition operator between two functions.
Proposition A l (Input to State practically Stable, ISpS) The system x = f (x ,u )  is 
ISpS if and only if there exists an ISpS-Lyapunov function.
Consider the stability of the closed-loop interconnection of two systems shown in 
Figure A l.
Theorem A l Consider a system in composite feedback form (cf. Fig. 1)
y(s) = a x 1 ° a 2 ° a 2 ° a 4(s), \ /s>  0 (A4)
(A5)
(A6)
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of two ISpS systems. In particular, there exist two constants di > 0, d2 > 0, and let 
Pm and /?£ of class KL, and yz and yw of class K be such that, for each co in the Loo
supremum norm, each z in the supremum norm, each x e  Rm and each y e  Rm, all 
the solutions X(x;co,t) and Y(y;z , t ) are defined on [0,oo) and satisfy, for almost all
t>  0.
||//(x(x ; f)I  < A , ( |4 1)+ r t (\\G)t\\J  + dx (Al)
(A8)
Under these conditions, if
Yz( ^ ( 5)) < s r^esP-Yokrz(j)) < 4  vs  > o. (A9)
then the solution of the composite systems (A5) and (A6) is ISpS.
w
Figure A l Feedback connection of interconnection systems
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